
Connect and use ICAO PKD in 5 steps 

1 2 3 4 5
REGISTER
Register to join ICAO PKD

ICAO takes an initial 
registration fee of 
approximately $15,000 USD.

Additional costs are the 
operational fees on a yearly 
basis. For details please 
approach ICAO.

VISIT
Visit ICAO headquarters

Now it’s time for a diplomatic 
visit to ICAO’s headquarters 
in Montreal, Canada.

A diplomatic representative 
presents a copy of the 
Country Signing Certificate 
(CSCA) to ICAO.

VALIDATE
Validation of certificates

ICAO validates the CSCA 
certificate and uploads it to 
the trusted PKD service. ICAO 
is now able to validate 
subsequent certificates.

CONNECT
Establish PKD connection

ICAO provides PKD 
connection credentials. 
Member states need a 
national PKD service to 
connect with ICAO PKD 
securely, which can be 
purchased from HID Global.

UPLOAD
Upload of certificates

The member state uses its 
national PKD to upload 
Document Signer Certificates 
and CLRs to ICAO.

ICAO validates these 
certificates and other 
countries will download them.

Click here to find out how HID Global
can set you up with ICAO PKD.
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THE BEST SOLUTION IS A COMBINATION THAT MAXIMIZES DISTRIBUTION AND TRUST

Publication e�ort: The financial and time-related e�ort it takes to publish the certificates by the passport issuing country. 

Trust: The recognition of the way the certificates are published.

Acceptance: The likeliness of the inspecting authority, such as a countriey’s border control, to accept the way the 
certificates are distributed/published.

Administrative e�ort: How much time and how many people the distribution and downloading of the certificates requires.

ICAO PKD + Diplomatic
Channels

*Masterlists were originally created as a channel to share one specific type of certificate (country signer certificates) based on bilateral arrangements between 
countries. Today, not every country is publishing a masterlist, which is why the acceptance rate for masterlist arrangements is considered low.

options for sharing
e-Passport Certificates 

https://www.hidglobal.com/products/software/integrale/n-pkd

